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PREFACE 
G
ender studies have long been m
y hobby. It is one of the m
any ways, like architecture, for m
e to perceive the w
orld and the society. Just like 
are all playing certain roles inherited from
 our society 
gender presum
ptions and are expected to perform
 them
 weU, no m
atter we like it or 
, 
are to pick the roles that we want to in order to m
ake it an enjoyable experience, not those infLicted on us. W
e could always m
ake a choice, only if we have enough 
understanding and reflection of our ow
n. G
ender studies help m
e to understand, analyse, question and find m
y own place in this sophisticated society 
the Role Play Gam
e, we 
not. So, here the tricks 
Thanks to the university education, it provides resources and opens m
y perspective to carry on m
y hobby into a m
ore in depth studies. Thanks to this final year project, 
it  is really a challenge and am
azing opportunity for m
e to put both architecture and m
y hobby together. 
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 of this final year project is to express the flow
ing concept of gender architecturally. G
ender is no longer a static binary concept. It has becom
e a fluid and 
dynam
ic concept, w
ithout fixed definition and w
ith a hybrid and evolving nature. Architecture should no longer em
brace the rigid social norm
 but to express the flow
 
and indefinite qualities of gender. Such qualities stim
ulate our awareness and challenge our presum
ptions. 
Architecture is about space itself and how
 people experience in space. W
hat does space represent, and how
 is it being characterized or sym
bolized? These m
eanings of 
space depend on how
 space is used and who uses it. In order to create space that represents the flow
ing and indeterm
inable qualities of contem
porary gender identity, 
the activities taking place in that space should be of that nature too. ALso, the space in w





inate nature should not only be the space itself and the spatial experience that contained in it, but also for the relationship 
between different activities. These m
ulti-Layered flow
 and hybridity w
ould m
ake up a stim
ulating sensual experience for the perform
ers of that architecture. Through 
their voyage and acting, presum
ed norm
s w
ould be tested and put into question. 
Personal is political 












ender is the social sex that is not identical to our biological sex. It refers to the socially constructed distinctions that accom
pany our biological sexual differences. 
It is the prim
itive and prim
ary categorization of our social relations. W
hile biological differences are constant social im
plications of gender vary historically and 
culturally. Gender determ
ines one 
place in the web of the social construction. It is a crucial part and position of everyone identity. 
Through tradition, cultural heritage and endless social productions, gender norm
s and presum
ptions reproduced, evolve and im
part in our everyday Live. It is so m
uch 
a part of us that we take it for granted. It is so m
uch a part of our w
orld-view
 that we construct m
any social theories to explain and justify our conception of gender 
3 






















e all inhabit in an en-gendered w
orld. G
ender is a basic categorization of society and the m
aking up of this social sex is a com
plex process of social construction. This 
social construction includes dividing and labelling of who one is and how
 one should be. This, in short, im
plies a list of social presum
ptions of how
 one should behave. 
M
asculinity and fem
ininity are the tw
o m
ost apparent affiliations that all of us are fitted into. Once fitted, one is constrained and entitled to various requirem
ents, 
responsibilities, expectations, as weU
 as privileges. These set of codes becom
e those of the social institutions (class, race, etc.) that govern how
 our society works, to 
ensure the benefits of the m
ajority. Thus, our perform
ance is constantly under surveillance of the society, w
hich em
braces the obedience and questioning those goes 
astray. 
As our m
oral standards and other social conditions are changing, along w
ith the progress of history, these set of norm
s are evolving. G
ender segregation and right to 
enjoy public space was strict in the past and undoubtedly loosen in the contem
porary society. Nowadays, gender division and presum
ption are only less obvious but 
never gone. O
nly it prevails in our society in a m
ore subtle way. Still, our behaviour is under exam
ination. 
Those set of rules are constantly under question and put into test as our society becom





reveal to us the possibilities of crossing boundary and flow
ing in-betw
een. Such perform
ance provides ground for critical rethinking and questioning of w
hat we used 
4 
to think is norm
al 































endered space is not space as it has traditionally been defined by architecture - the space of architect-designed buildings 
but rather space as it is used/ occupied and 
transform
ed through activities of people. Space is not innate and inert, m
easured geom
etrically, but an integral and changing part of daily life, intim
ately bound up 
1•门
 social and personal rituals and activities. 
Space representation develops from
 action, in this sense we produce the space in w
hich we act and perform











ould Lead to labyrinthine space w
ith indefinable characters that opens up to infinite possibilities. 
There are three different, yet interactive processes of sociaL production of space: spatial practice (m
aterial or functional space), representations：
of space (space as 
codified language), and representational space 
(the Lived everyday experience of space). 
Space reflects social organization. G
offm
an suggests that the division and hierarchies of social structure are depicted m

















Space is socially and cuLturally produced as w
ell as gender. Their relation is grounded in the structuration approach. It is 
them
selves through daily activities at the sam
e tim
e those activities generate and reproduce structural properties of the 
institution is constantly created and re-created (G
iddens 1979). This raises tw
o questions: how
 are gender relations m
anifested in space? and equally, how
 are spatial 
relations m
anifested in constructions of gender? For geographer like Doreen M
assey (1984), spatial relations exist only because social processes exist. The spatial and 
social aspects of a phenom
enon are inseparable. 
that the properties of gender express 
gender  division system
. Thus, gender 
Som
e regards gender as perform
ance, the perform
ance of stylised acts (Judith Butler, 1990) and architectural space becom
es the physical setting that allow
s the 
perform
ance of our social identity. Thus, space w
ould bear certain gender code. Besides being gendered through physical occupation the different inhabitation of 
space by m
en or wom
en, gendered space is also produced through representation, im
ages, sym






portance of space in the construction of identity, both conceptuaLLy and m
aterially, in the abstract and in the concrete. 
The role of space as a social construct can play both in theory and in everyday Life in reLation to gender issue. The Second Sex has significant contribution on sym
bolic 
content of gender. M
ichelle Rosaldo (1974) stated that wom
en were generally identified sym
bolically w
ith the private dom
ain, w
hich was defined as subordinate to 
that of the public. 
10 G
endered spaces shape and are shaped by our activities. However, once in place, they w







to be, which contributes to the m














ay be sexed according to the bioLogicaL sex of the people who occupy them
, or gendered according to the gender associated w
ith the different kinds 





Spatial boundaries exist as a form
 of power representation and power relations are inscribed in built space. Particular space has role in sym
bolizing, m
aintaining and 

















Ancients devetoped and described their concept of the universe in a gendered way. Society and the whole universe are understood to have a side w
hich fs sacred, noble 
and precious, and another which is protoe and com
m
on; a m
ale side, strong and active, and another, fem
ale, weak and passive;  or, in tw
































































ent has long been a representation and strengthening of power relations and boundaries From
 the hierarchkat spatial arrangem
ent of traditional 
Chinese houses, the offposition of outside vs. inside, public vs. private, m
en vs. wom
en are explicitly expressed. O
pposition and segregation m
ay be iess obvious as 
society becom
e less rigid, but expression of pow
er and boundary could still be found, tH
ough m
ay be in a m
ore extrem
e case like the jaithouse. 
A day-to-day exam
ple of gender stratificatitjrr fs the bathraonr. The gender politics issue Is intensified through the rigid spatial division. The division m
akes all of 
the participants aware of the invisible gender standards. There underlay a set of sexual codes. One 
gender and legitim




under challenge in the case of androgynous or m
asfcullne wom
en. This is not an uncam
m
on scene. This reflects how
 bathroom
 becom



















en in general office. Because of their 












jobs can be classified as open floor, but m
en 
jobs.are m
ore likely to be dosed door. Secretaries w




control of their space than m
anagers. The very public nature of space in w
hich secretaries work keep them
 in potential surveiltance under m
anagers. Secretary is also 
supposed to act as gate keeping to protect the boss from
 interruptions. M
anager being assigned extra space to sym
bolize status and increased sense of privacy. W
om
en 
of lower occupational status fs secured by Lim
iting opportum
ties  for the transfer of knowledge from
 m








































e and space are m
utually affecting spheres of reality, where reality is understood to depend upon hum
an apperceptions. However, publics are not stable, hom
ogeneous 
entities. As a result, there are various realities as perceived by different entities and Utopias for diverse groups: the heterotopias. 
Fem
inists have drawn on sem
iotics and psychoanalysis in order to discuss how
 the relations of desiring and being-desired structure gender difference. The dom
inance 
of the m
ale subject in visual regim
es has ram
ifications for the gendering of urban space, producing representations of urban space where onLy m
en do the looking, and 
wom
en are Looked at as objects of visual consum
ption. In this respect, wom
en becom
e the passive agents rather than engaged subjects. The subject-object relation 
affects the presence of each other. O
bjects are affected by the place in space of other objects; not only their presence, and their position, but aLso even their absence, 
or negative presence, m
ay be im
portant. 
The city is m
asculine in its trium
phal scale, its tow
ers and vistas and arid industrial regions; it is fem
inine; in its enclosing em
brace, in its indeterm
inacy and 


















Gender division is always carelessly being treated as static, one-dim
ensional binary concept of m
asculinity vs. fem
ininity. However, at the discourse of postm
odernism
, 
binary concept being attacked and plurality and otherness are put forw
ard. W
e begin to see in-betw
een the black-or-w
hite division, there appears a shade of grey. Such 
grey being the concept of queer, w
hich em
erges to upset the rigid binary division and presum
ptions. 
The origin of queer is to describe hom
osexuality. As queer politics developed, gay and Lesbian, bisexual, transsexual, fetish is included. The essence and characteristic 
of the queer concept is not to give a nam
e to those do not faU
 into the traditional categories. It is its dynam
ic nature of questioning of social norm
s, refusing to 
:'dentify, denying being labeLLed and ever changing characteristics that m
ark its apocalyptic im
portance. This dynam
ic, insatiabLe and bew





 we could understand and reconstruct our society. This w
ould be a chance to liberate us from























Can be an adjective, a noun, or a verb 
As a quality related to any expression that can be m
arked as contra-, non-, or anti-straight (D
oty, 1993, p.xv) 
Frequency as a substitute for gay and lesbian, and to include others whose sexuality and/or gender places them
 outside of society 
idea of norm
al: bisexuaLs and 
transgendered people (W
arner, 1993; Rhoads, 1994; Penn, 1995) 
As noun, one included in the m
arginalized group; often w
ith political ideology or intent 
Not about a Lock of som
ething ( a lack of heterosexuality) (H
ocquenghem
, 1978), but a presence of som
ething: a position outside of norm
al tope of daily life that 




ueers do not typically experience their own subjectivity as m
arginal. M
arginalization is not their preferred trope. W
hat they prefer to say and believe or try to 
believe instead is that they are both present and at the centre. 
Such a transition from
 the m
argins of concept and study to the centre creates a queered position for reflection, expression, and action. 
To queer som
ething is to analyse a situation or a text to determ
ine the relationship between sexuality, power, gender, and conceptions of norm
al and deviant, 
insider and outsider. 
‘ 




, etc. Drag king perform
ance is one of the m
any exam
ples that the stars turn dom
inant 
m




 into successful com
edy routines. They refuse any construction of m
isogyny as the natural 





asculinity. Here, representation becom























Beginning of 90s, Q
ueer has been the nam
e given to form
s of political and theoretical engagem
ent w
hich intend ta disturb social and sexual identity 
D
istinctions between queer as a quality (essentialism






Queer is intended to be about theoretical and political practices able to consider how
 social and sexual identities are differentially constructed and supported, 
disrupted and perhaps dem







er posits sexual orientation (not necessarily identity) as im
m
utable and unchanged across tim
e and culture: people did and do desire and have sexual 
relations w
ith others of the sam
e gender. 
Latter defines sexuality as a product of social relations and there by suggests the history of sexuality to be the history of the subject whose m
eaning and content 
are in a continual process of change. (Penn, 1995, p.26) 
The construction of those m
eanings and contents, along w
ith the power and concurrent identification of and w
ith them
, is the heart of queer theory (Britzm
an, 
1995, 1997; Seidm
an, 1995; SLagle, 1995) 
Queer theory enlarges the definition of text to indude any form
(s) of com
m
unication utilized to convey an understanding of one w
orld; it could be a book or a 
fUm
, but a text could also be a conversation, a life story, a m
em
ory, sexual activity, history, a gathering place, or a social trend. 
Queer theory supposes a position if not w
ithin the m
arginalized then at least outside of the m
argins of norm
ality (Britzm
an, 1995). This new
 position creates new
 
ways of looking, new
 paradigm
s of analysing, and new
 m
ethods of representing queer data. 
An analysis of the hetero/hom
osexuai figure as a pow
er/know
ledge regim
e that shapes the ordering of desires, behaviours, and social institutions, and social 
reLations, in a word, the constitution of the seLf and society. (Seidm
an, 1995, p.128) 
Queer theory rejects binary opposition (where one is sim
ultaneously the norm
 and superior through its relationship w
ith the O
ther) and distinctions as arbitrarily 
determ
ined and defined by those w
ith social power. 
Queer  theory is not sim
ply about the studying of people whose sex lives are not heterosexual, or even the positionaLities of those people; at its core, it is about 
questioning the presum
ptions, values, and view
points from
 those positions (m
arginal and central), especially those that norm
aUy go unquestioned. 
Queer theory is in part about opening and reclaim
ing spaces, both public and private (BerLant and Freem




ethods of critiques to m
ark the repetitions of norm
alcy as a structure and as a pedagogy (Britzm
an, 1995, p. 153). 
It IS the process, rather than the product, in part because the product of queer theory is often m
ore inquiry rather than declaration. 
L 
It questions the construction of m
asculine and fem
inine identities w
ithin social relations and the participation of individual in cultural activities. 
Queer theory offers m
ultiple processes, constructions, identities, and m
ethods of deconstructing w
hat is presented as reality, as norm
al. These do m
ore than explain 
12 or describe the O
ther, and by applying them
 to the N
on-other, we can also help to explain and describe how, why, where, and w
hat is norm
al or real" 




of a new epoch, 











can be the expression 
of a personality 
which, 




















Androgynous - The M
ale, Fem
ale in Art and Architecture 
G
unther Feuerstein, pp. 223 
Androgyny 


















































 the queer theory, the concept of gendered flow
 and low
ing gender boundary are suggested. 
/ 
The gendered flow
 concept suggests the gendered groups could cross and flow
 in-betw
een the presum





onstrate such a practice. The flow
ing gender boundary reveals the instability of the gender border, w




o concepts are reflective under the queer theory and provide direction of how
 the theory could be applied in real w




 the gender perspective to understand the gender relationship and structuration, as w
ell as the flow




Boundary is constantly undergone changes and m
odifications as the society is increasingly com
plex and dem
and for alternative is not to be neglected. The construction 
of subject and identification are also under challenge too, as boundary and grouping couLd be crossed, though it m
ay be tem






aterialized and represented in term
s of other social construction and architecture could be a respond and tool for m
ore exploration of such 
a topic. 
Queer space becomes 
an awareness 































10 Through the erection of partitions that divide space, architecture colludes in creating and upholding prevailing social hierarchies and distinctions. 
Architecture is a social product too, w
hich could dem
onstrate the concept of fLows of gender and boundary. Hum
an m
ade space can reflect / represent / investigate / 
question and upset the city / environm
ent that we live. The sym
bolic changes and transform
ations in the system
 of representation of gender are linked to concrete 
social realities and architecture would be the m
aterialization of it. 
The queer theory offers perspectives for us to exam
ine our situation and the concept of flow
 gives us tools to cross boundaries, to open up new
 possibilities. In order 
to liberate both architecture and our selves and open up new
 horizon and possibilities, architecture w
ould be an opportunity and testing ground of w
hat we couLd 
cross' how
 to cross and w
hat we could arrive to. Q
ueer as an apocalyptic concept indicates a new
 way of analysing and building our space. 
W
hen segregation and boundary are now
 existing in a m
ore delicate way, so as the possible expression of flow
s, the flow
s of gender as w
ell as houndary. Space that 
facilitates such flow
s m
ay appear in a sm
all scale and intim
ate gesture. For exam
ple, those big sheets of glasses in the C










ften forced to hide their true nature, gay m
en and wom
en have turned inw
ard, playing w
ith the norm
 of interior space and creating environm
ents of stagecraft and 
celebration where they can define them
selves w
ithout fear. Their experim
ents point the way to an architecture that can free us all from
 the im
prisoning structure and 
spaces of the m
odern city. (Aaron Betsky, 1997) 
、
 
Architecture takes shape through the articulation of space and m
aterial. In the investigation of queer space, m
aterial, especially glass, p^ays 
shaping  the space. 








portant role in 
Q
ueer, in theory, can be understood as being som
ewhat precariously situated between identity and its disturbance. It is the am
biguity w
ithin queer w
hich suggests the 




It both enables and disturbs vision. 
Consum
ing Q
ueer Space - D


















Space for the queer, or queer space are spaces that positioned outside our social norm
. Their em
ergence is a result of question, challenge and experim
ent process. They 
present alternatives that we have not seen before. Q











































































ichael Focault, Of O
ther Spaces 

































































































































































































































phasis is not on gender or queer as a social phenom
enon, but as a m
etaphor of pow
er and flow
. That is, the Interplay of spatial representation
 of 
hierarchical pow
er relations. As space and social relations are intricately Linked and com
plem
entary to each other, m
odifying spatial segregation, by definition, alter 
social processes. 
This "is not an intention to upset tradition and invent new
 thinking. It is just an attem
pt to explore possibilities betw
een the rigid divisions of our society through 
17 architectural m
eans. Border crossing does not necessarily Lead to subversion of existing rules. On the other hand, delineating and m
anifestating border need not to 













Boundaries exist in a peculiar way, both tangibly and intangibly. W
hat the theory suggests is to cross the intangible social boundaries. W
hat architecture deals w
ith is 
tangible one. In both cases, boundaries exist w
ith their unique m
erits: as base for any institution and fram
e to every organization. They are not devils that have to be 
shattered. O
nly w
ith their existence, we can still question our situation. The m
ore obvious and rigid the boundaries, the easier that we focus and target. W
ithout 
boundaries, we are in the m
iddle of nowhere, nothing to cross, to overturn, to chase. 
The setting up of rigid boundaries in the design, the separation and distance between the tw
o program
s (disco vs. detention centre), is a m
anifestation of the 
boundaries exist in our society in a tangible form
. People wiU
 onLy realize and be rem
inded of such situation only if the boundaries and segregation is presented in 
front of them
 in an exaggerated, ironic and tangible way. Articulation of boundaries in the design, w
ould be the use of intangible m
eans, visual and psychological, to 
superim
pose on the tangible and rigid settings. Just like the Q
ueer Theory, w
hat is being studied is a crossing in an intangible form




anipulation of boundaries does not necessarily involve a tangible m
eans. The tangible is rigid and w
ill subside in the end. OnLy the intangible is elastic and Last in 
its non-existence. 
Articulation and crossing of boundaries resulted in fluid space. Fluid space is space that allows the flow
 of gender and boundary to liberate new
 possibilities and 
stim
ulate sensual experience. Because of the instability of frontier, flow
 occurs to blur the boundary as w




biguous, yet fuLL of possibilities that resulted from
 the ever-changing border. Not only the border could be transcended, the perform
ers 
aLso possess such ability. As representation and m
eaning of space depend upon how
 the space is utilized, the perform
ers not only experience and act in space, but aLso 
a[ter the nature of space. They w
ould be the explorer of the infinite possibilities of the space as boundary or norm
 is crossed. 
‘ 
Row
 of gender and boundary crossing, when represented in space, ephem
eral, am




ers to question even m
ore and push the frontier even further. Boundary crossing is not the end in itself. Once crossed, new
 border or 
presum
ption is set and open to new
 fLow. Flow
 is not a static concept; it is a dynam
ic process, w

















Following is the strategy of how


































Derrida suggests a deconstructive m
ethod to deal w
ith boundary: 





hich the negative term
 is displaced from
 its dependent position and located as the very 
condition of the positive term
. 
Design strategy of Kazuyo Sejim
a and Ryue Nishizawa also indicate how
 to be sceptical tow
ards presum
ptions and conventional prototypes of hum
an relationship to 
Liberate space. Liberate from
 the m
ethodology of interpreting program
s. By questioning presum
ptions and presents their uncertainties, their architecture express 
scepticism
 as a realistic diversity. In their term
, lightness is the Liberation from
 conventional architectural notions. They are keenly aware of the division betw
een a 
program
 and its extended surface. M
odification of hum
an physical senses, spatial sense also plays a part. 
In order to im
part queerness into the space and m
odify hum
an physical senses, the im
portance of m
irror has been repeatedly stress. 






















the self only 
as a constructed 
identity, 
not as a real person. 
(Aaron Betsky, 1997, pp.180) 
Jt is a place 
without 
a place 
once the mirror functions 







I look myself 





/5 in fact 
linked 




for in order 
to be perceived 
it is of necessity 
























No such thing as interior (circulation) and exterior (shelter) but an ensem
ble of surfaces developed and associated so that, w
hile creating a coverable totality, they 
determ







edian - Claude Parent 
-H
ypersurface Architecture - pp75-77 
Architectural design takes a tangible form
. In this level, the design attem
pts to overcom
e the definitions of w
all, roof and 
These term
s all have their conventional im
pLication: 
W
all - division, vertical 
Roof - shelter, horizontal 
Floor - horizontal, for activity 
The design is to blend these elem
ents, their im
piication and function so as to achieve a state of continuous 
By m
anipulating the elevations, the vertical walL is changing from
 a vertical elem
ent to the m
ain roof. In order to' 
gradient is gentle enough to let the people, through their w


























e a pLace where activities could also happen. In order to Let the people have a com





















etry, an oval is adopted to enhance the feeling of continuation and flow
. Besides, the pitched roof is not only the shelter of the disco, but also the floor 
of outdoor public activities. The sloping interior of the dancing is leading the people from
 interior to exterior. All these blending of architectural elem
ents are 
20 happening due to the subtle changing of gradient w
hich allow
ed the people to experience the delineation of elem
























In this Level, 
between the 
of tKe other parties 
the design tries to explore the possibilities of crossing boundaries in a intangible m
anner, w
hich targets not on form
 m
aking, but rather the relationship 
different program
s and the subsequent psychological im
pact. The m
ethod tdopt here w
ould be of how
 different parties realize, by seeing, the existence 
In a conventional setting, both disco and detention centre are hidden from
 our daily visibility. Disco is hiding in basem
ent, underground darkness and sealed itself 
from
 the outside w
orld, in order to create an illusory setting that detached the club goers from
 their routine life. The detentipn centre, because of the claim
ed security 
reasons and the public despise, are concealed w
ithin high fence and thick w
all, w
hich strengthen the alienation and cLassilcation of those people as social outcast. 
Both of the program
s are now
 put into light and confronting,the public. Detainees are now
 given the view
 of the Victoria Harbour, a glim
pse of the disco scene and the 
view
 of public activities. The social boundaries between these different classes of these people w
ould be W
eakened through the indirect contact. This w
ould keep the 
detainees a sense of involvem
ent w
ith the society and Lowered the feeLin_of alienated. This w
ill lay a ||odtive foundation for the reintegration of these people back 
into the society. Certainly, the scene of enjoym
ent in the disco w
ould probably rem
ind detainees of their%
|st of teedlm
. This m
ay not post a negative im
pact on the 
detainees, as such scene could also be stim
ulation and an encouragem
ent for therm
to w
ork harder on Iheir referm
ation in order to be freed as soon as possible. 
M
oreover^
 the routine life in the detention needs entertainm




i realistic and enjoj^abie than TV. O
nly when 
the freedom
 is Lost, you treasure every bit of inform
ation and im
age of the seem
ingly free w
orld that is concealed from
 you. 
For the part of the public, they w
ould have a chance of indirect contact of the detention centre and disco. As the m
ajority m
ay not be involve in these program
s, such 
confrontation w
ould not only open up their eyes, but also enhance interaction and sweep away m
isunderstanding. 
Barriers reinforced by m
isunderstanding and 
21 interacti'on lower segregation and fortify acceptance. 
s w v s o y d
 . m 
一: 
6 
Queerness reveals the home not just 
as the building 
block of a society 
and a city, 
but as a place 






in the middle 
ground, 
the body and the self both 
disappear. 
-A
























Queer concept concerns the flow
 of boundary and the power of flow
. This project is to express such flow
 and queerness by m
eans of architecture. Buildings that express 
and exercise power and hierarchy of control over others could be found easily in our built environm
ent. In history, there have long been buildings and institutions 
that express the power relations. 
/4 whole history 
remains 




at the same 
time 













Prison as an institution, 













it has become a transparent 
building 
in which 
the exercise of power 
m
ay be supervised 
by society 

















ent. On the 
contrary, discotheque is another extrem
e that characterized by enjoym
ent, escape from
 routine life and, m
ost of all, total freedom





ith only the serial num
ber the least differentiation. In disco, everyone tries to be standing out from
 the others, to dress and 
portray his or her ideal im
ages. You could be who you w
ant. People m
ake up im
age that is not allow
ed in daily Life. Those that are hidden in routine living is released 







































ates. They lost control of the every aspects of their life. Constant supervision from
 guards and m
aterial boundaries like w
all and fence im
pose both 
tangible and intangible boundaries and lim
itation to inm
ates. In nightclub, people dress, dance and enjoy them
selves to their w
ill. It is a place to fulfil peoples' 
intense desire. Enjoym
ent and punishm




s strict sex segregation and inm
ates are bound to the sam
e sex environm
ent. Sex desire is suppressed. However, nightdubbing is a voyage of Lust. 
Sexual appeal is not only for the hunting of the opposite sex, but also for the sam
e sex desire. In fact, G
ertain nightclubs have be^n privatised and provide a place to 
those whose sexual practice is classified as deviant to search for their m
ates, as their practice is not allow
ed to reveal in the m
ass society. Bodily desire Is always the 
prevailing subject. 
Though seem
ingly confined the prison, freedom
 could still be found, especially in today prison design. Because of the stress of hum
an right and em
phasis on less 
stress environm
ent for both the inm
ates, officers and prom
otion o
f better im
age to the society, m
odern prison tends to reduce the physical boundary that allow
 
inm
ates to enjoy m
ore freedom
 inside the prison. W
ith the invention of electronic m
onitoring, inm
ates could be supervised w
ithout the physical im
























e for the disco situation, freedom
 is not represent to its fullest extent. In the gam
e of lust, sexual appeal is the selling point. Irt order to attract, one 
gender and 
body have to speak out loud and beautify. Am
biguity and m
ediocre wouLd not sell. U
nfortunately, through this process of m
arketing, one 
gender im
age falls into 
stereotyping, w
hich in turn, reinforces the gender boundary. 
Q
ualil^ and nature of space not only Lie in the space itself, but also in relations to others. D
ifferent com
bination of program
, in turn, w
ill generate different nature of 













































































































































ontradiction and opposition already underlay tension. Physical relation reveals and exaggerates such tension. By putting prison and discotheque together, where 
these tw
o opposite program
s usually do not, new
 definition and character w
ill be generated because of their interaction. Thus, such queer com


































































Early 19th century European institutions have set pattern for m
ost prison and jail construction nowadays. M
assive detention w
all and heavily barred cell characterize 
the design. 
In his fam



















































































































he Birth of the Prison 
M
ichel FoucauLt studied the origin o
f prison, it 
nature o
f power expression and control over 





ent and exclusion of infected individuals in
 
fixed place under constant surveillance and control. This ram
ified the exercising of power over those classified as abnorm
al and deviant under a binary division and 
branding, (dangerous vs. harm
less, abnorm
al vs. norm
al, etc.) The institution of control em
erged and structuralized. 
U
ntil Panopticon of Bentham
, the m
aterialization of control and hierarchical power relation is expressed explicitly, w
hich provided the early m
odel of prison architecture. 





s open to the inner side of the ringed annular building. Inm
ates are housed individuaLiy in the peripheral buildings. 

















































































ent of the window, each cell is Lit up 
and inm
ate under constant visibility w
hile the guard in the tow
er is not visible to the inm




 of power exercising in the Panopticon. Constant observation and penetration into inm
ates 
behaviour deprived their liberty, w
hich 
24 is the constant essence of prison. 
’ 
Panoptiasm 
is the general 
pnndple 
of a new political 
anatomy 
whose object 
and end are not the relations 
of sovereignty 















































































standard for behaviour that encourage violent solution to disagreem
ent and frustration 
- 
Prom
ote an attitude of suspicion about the m
otive and intention of others 
- 
Learn to strike at first before others could hurt them
 
2. Fam
ily influence violence 
- 
Fam
ily only paying attention to them
 if their behaviour is aversive and aggressive 
- 
Failing to respond positively 
- 







ay Lead to em
otional instability and unpredictable reaction to stress 










 other delinquency prone youth 
These biological and environm



















Detainees transported to the centre and arrived at the sally port. 
2. 
Detainees are searched. 
3. 




s are assigned. 
26 
5. 


























inisters a wide range of services for adult and young offenders, drug addicts and offenders w
ith psychiatric problem
s. 
The services fall broadly under tw
o program
s areas prison m
anagem
ent and reintegration into society. 
In 1999, the CSD
 m
anaged 24 correctional institutions, four halfw




o custodial wards in public 
hospitals. In aU, 6,978 staff were looking after a daily average of 11 321 inm
ates, 334 illegal im
m
igrants and 3,193 persons under supervision after discharge from
 
custody. (Appendix 1) 
Am
ong the 24 correctionaL institutes, there are 13 prisons for adult m





 and five m
inim
um







 and one m
edium
 security. For young offenders, the departm










o training centres for m
ales. A training centre section for fem
ales is also provided in Tai Tarn Gap C
orrectional Institution, w
hich is a m
ulti-function 
institution for fem
ales. There is one detention centre for young m
aLes in Sha Tsui. Two treatm
ent centres are provided, one each for m
ale and fem
ale drug addicts. The 
Siu Lam
 Psychiatric Centre is a m
axim
um
 security prison w
hich houses m
ale and fem
ale prisoners of all categories (sentenced or on rem





etention Centre is for young m
ale offenders aged between 14 and 20, and young m
ale adults aged between 21 and 24. It em
phasizes strict discipline, 
27


























In 1991, the Bills of Rights O
rdinance incorporated the International Covenant on C









respect for the inherent 
dignity 
of the human 
person 




be an essential 
aim





The Hong Kong G
overnm
ent also take account of the U
nited Nations Standard M
inim
um
 Rules for the Treatm
ent of Prisoners (SM
R) 
g // accommodation 
provided 
for the use of prisoners 

































the needs of nature 
when 
necessary 
and in a dean 
and decent 
manner. 



































Less restrictive to reduce stress and tension to both guards and inm
ates 
SpatiaL characteristic of direct supervision: 
0 
Cells arranged around dayroom
s 
0 
CelL windows arranged in 45 degrees from
 it m
ate to prevent visual contact between cells 
0  
Introduce m
ore sunlight into dayroom
s 
0 
Increase use of lam






s as where officers and inm
ates are in constant contact 
0 
Dayroom
s are where officers are able to see all inm




utdoor recreation areas enclosed w
ithin space fram
es are Located between housing 
0 
Because of better behaviour of inm






ates are rewarded w
ith greater access to areas w
ith m




ates are restricted to harder spaces on upper floors 
0 






ane and Less expensive to operate 
Direct supervision relies on better inm
ate cLassification. 
Reduce staffing requirem
ents as clear sightLines into cells and dayroom
s are achieved. 
Better behaviour of inm
ates wiU








 one area to another w
hich is preferable. 
Use of advance com
m
unication technology. Video conferencing reduces huge transportation system
s cost. C
losed-circuit television to conduct hearings. 
Introduce program
s to keep inm
ates out of prison, e.g. electronic m
onitoring, com
m
unity residential centres, day reporting centres, etc. 
(Building Types Study 684: C
orrectional Facilities, pp.141-153. Architectural Record, Septem
ber 1990; Building Types Study 684: C
orrectional Facilities, pp. 92-103, 
29 Architectural Record, M






















every sense and celebrmthe 
commumi^ 
of flesh; the tracing 











to create^ stage 




















space of dancing 
andfi 
-A
aron Betsky, 1997, pp.179 
N
ightdubbing is not only for heterosexual, but also p!ay a role in the life
if m
any Hom
osexual'and other s; W
fnen no 
nightclub acts as a retreat and place for relief for these suppresse^i groltips^ inside these playgrounds, tHey are 
m
om
ent to express them
selves, acquire peer support：
and searcit forthefr P#t?iers. N
ot long agornS



















A nightclub operates both as a stage and a haverr^
 "givlhg patrons a venue to s 
grey and regim








Discotheque not only acts as an ^escape from
 
im
ages that aLlure people. Its labyrinthine nat( 
You can reach but you can not 
connect 


















their identity in the m
ass society, 
outside judgm












orous and erotic 
'ate. 
O


















1. Create special-ness and style as an attraction 
2. Create space which optim
izes total capacity, yet can also accom
m
odate a packed room
. 
3. Com
bine different finishes and m
aterials to add interest and style to the space. Favorable m
aterials in today 
disco design include: 
M
etals: satin finish alum
inium
; raw
 steel, copper and other unique m
etal finishes 
G
lass: sandblasted, safety, textured, stained 
Naturals fibres: sisal, jute 
W
oods: natural m
aple, zebra wood, black w
alnut 
Fabrics: pLush velvet, natural silks, cotton, natural fibres, sheers, billiard cloth 








Create seating and conversation areas that are not disturbed by the m
usic from
 the dance floor 
Key Location of bars, cloak room
, cashier and restroom
s 
Avoid overcrow
ding in a critical m
ain access point 
Lineup to the restroom
s should not overflow
 into m
ain custom
er traffic area 
Restroom
s should be w
ell equipped to handle full capacity of the discotheque 
5 . Powerful, yet weLl-defined sound w
hich em







should not over flooding the entire room





Dance floor should be equipped w
ith weLl-positioned ductw




duct routed into the DJ booth and am
plifier rack to ensure the perform
ance of the audio system
 for long duration. 
.A
dequate A/C
 and fresh air exchange is a m
ust when lot of sm
okers, non-sm



































Living groups for inm
ates 
Sleeping area is organized in a sm
all groups. Detainees w
ould gain support from




itory for staff - D
orm
itory w
ith individual sanitary fittings and showers for four staff w
orking on shift basis 
Dayroom
 
In front of every living group, for reading newspaper, studying, w
atching TV, group counselling and dinning, etc 
Personal hygiene - Shared shower room
 and washroom
 for detainees 
Kitchen - For storage and preparation of food to both detainees and staff. 
Laundry 
For the hygiene of the detainees. 
2. Controls and Surveillance 
Central C
ontrol office - C
ontrol room
 for central surveillance through CCTV m
onitoring, central unit locking control and direct com
m
unication to each ceLL through 
interphones. To house telecom
m
unication equipm
ent and central control panel for security and fire safety. 
CCTV surveillance of each celL and m
ain activity area. 
32 Cell and activity area locking by both central and Local control. 
3. Recreational Activity 
O
utdoor playground - for physical training and sports gam
es 
Indoor m
ulti-function hall - for exercising under adverse weather and special function. 
4.  Visitation 
M
eeting room
s - for open type visit of both fam
ilies and Legal consultation under CCTV surveillance. Independent entry from
 outside. Each room
 house 2 visitors at 
one tim
e. 




Secure storage • Detainees 
entry (Sally port) - for discharge and transfer of inm
ates 
• protected w
aiting area for inm
ates w
aiting to go through inception process, registration and interview
ing 
-for body check, haircutting, w
ashing and changing, disinfections, taking photos and finger prints, 
for belongings of detainees until release 
6. Support Facilities 
Car parks for staff 
Loading and unloading area for goods 
Refuse collection point 




All air, variable air volum
e system















individual control over tem




 is located at the perim
eter of the building w
ith Louvers for ventilation. 

















ith capacity of 400 club goers. The space could also be an aerobic centre or a com
m
unity centre during daytim
e because of the audio system
 and natural 
day lighting. 
Spaces required incLude: 
Entrance: prom
inent to attract and spacious to avoid overcrow
ding 
Cashier: key location 
Bar: easily accessible w
ith seating 
Dance floor: easily access and observable to be the focus of the entire space 
Seating: adequate seating w
ith connection to the dance floor yet not being disturbed 
O
bservation point: visual connection to the dance floor 
Restroom
s: adequate and easily accessible 
DJ booth: where the turntable and audio system
 housed 
O
ffice: for the central control of lighting and adm
inistrative work 




anufacture: B Bilsborough & Sons P/L, 1978 
Spherical ball (4m




.G. Access by 4 zippers. Air support system











ater, is consist of 
0.5m
m
 thick transparent or translucent PVC
 foils. Entrance is by airtight 
and w




















This coke ball possesses the sense of freedom
 and barrier at the sam
e tim
e. Freedom
 is that people are now
 able to walk on w
ater, not sw
im




capability is obtained by the confinem
ent in this pneum
atic structure m
ade of PVC
 and air. 
The pneum
atic coke baU-playing centre is allocated at between the disco and the detention centre. As the internal Landscape and the ram
p Leading to it is greatly 
affected by the tidal change in the Victoria Park, such activities is tem
poral and subjected to the force of natural. O
nly when the tide reaches 1.6m
 or above that the 
ball could go down to the internal Landscape by the ram
p. W
hen tide is low, such activity is disabled and the ram
p w



























ples are chosen because their nature is of juvenile detention and scale of building is m
ore sim
ilar to that of Hong Kong situation. Though share 
36 w
ith sim

























Type of facility: Juvenile 
Site area: 2.5 acres 
Area of building 34,500 GSF 
Inm








e airy and light atm
osphere to enhance interaction between inm




 a housing unit where boys and girls are segregated. 
-C
o-educational areas include classroom
s, dining, centraL m







ate intake in this institution is sim





segregation of boys and girls in the sam




r and exterior recreational spaces are tightly Linked w
hich suits m
y site situation where area is not big and Located in a dense area, 
T 
r I H































Type of facility: Juvenile detention 
Site area: 6 acres 
Area of building: 20,246 GSF 
Inm


























e 30 beds for youth w




ourtyards and exterior circulation as centre to organize the facilities. 
- 
D
irect access to a classroom
 from




 spaces are easily accessible. 
Appraisal 
- 










public and private zoning w




Spaces of different function are easily access and integrated to the entire facility w
ith norm




































Type of facility: M
ultiple use detention and juvenile 
Site area: 2.9 acres 
Area of building: 21,957 GSF 
Inm





phasis on residential character by introduction of natural daylight, shared exterior open space 
-
“ 
sleeping cells share a com
m
on bath and study area to form
 a group 
-
6 
groups ringed around a dayroom
 w
hich enhance direct supervision 
Appraisal 
• 








hierarchical spatial organization, preserving both group Intim




osphere reduces stress and tension on both 
inm






































Area: 13,000 SF 
Capacity: 1,000 people 
Design Neoteric post-industrialism
 as design inspiration 
W
ith bars , biLLiards and dance fioor 
Appraisal 
40 - Inspiration from
 existing industrial building and incorporate building features to give new












Area: 10,800 SF 
Capacity: 850 people 
Design Provide bars, dance floor and 
Integrate structural obstacles VIP lounge in a relatively sm
all scale space, 
of existing buildings to nightclub design. 
Appraisal 
-C
oherent design concept as curvilinear form
s could be found from




of colour, scale, and textures of handcrafted touches soften feelings of the sm


















Thank for the arrangem
ent of felLow
 student, we had a chance to pay a visit the Stanley Prison. This is an unforgettable experience and this help to get a solid picture 
of w
hat confinem
ent is like that greatly help in designing such space. 
As visitors' we are im
pressed by the security procedures taken in the prison. W
e got through num
erous doors and gates ( the saiLy ports) before we entered the central 
region of the prison. Prisoner there are locked up in individual cell room
. Because of the history of the Stanley Prison, there is now
 a Large scale of im
provem
ent works 
going on, which include the im
provem
ent of cell room




hich are out of today 
standard: no W
C
 (only buckets are 
provided), tim
ber doors, etc. Fortunately, this inhum
ane condition wiLL be gone soon. 
Besides the specialities in fixtures, the prison is just a dorm
itory. In order to im
plem
ent total control and surveiUance, no privacy is allow
ed on the inm
ate side. Cell 
room
' playground, workplace, canteen, shower are all open and filled w
ith CCTV and guards. Physical fixture is specially fixed in a way that they couLd not be easily 
dism
antled to becom
e weapons for the inm
ates. According to the staff, inm
ates there are very dangerous and everything they could Lay a hand on could becom
e the 
weapons for fighting am
ong different groups. 
Though we are not allow
ed to talk to any of the inm
ates, we could stilL see each other and both parties were excited by such contact. W
e m
et inm
ates in the open 
playground  and in the factory that they were w
orking. Because they rarely see any outsider, they showed their interest on us, studying us as an intruder. They 
exchanged words am
ong them
selves, yelling and w
histling. Surely our visit has provided entertainm
ent to their routine life. 
* Because of the policy of the Stanley Prison, no photos were allow
ed to be taken. 
i 
SITE 
a project to express the concept of flow
 in-betw
een boundaries so as to release new
 dim
ension of freedom
 and possibilities. Thus 
Possess different elem
ents to increase the com
plexity of spatial experience 
Various layers of oppositions to enrich the flow
 concept 
Suitable in scale to tighten the various happenings and 






































This triangular site is situated in-betw
een tw
o rich urban districts of Causeway Bay and N
orth Point. It is defined 
Eastern Corridor. This site is open to the water, w
hich is the Typhoon Shelter. The site now
 is housing the Tung Lo W
an 
Road  Rest G
arden and an abandoned shipyard. 
by Victoria Road, Hing Fat Street and the Island 
Fire Station, an electric sub-station, the W
hitfield 
It is owned by the Special Adm
inistrative Region of the G
overnm
ent of Hong Kong. According to the O




ents to Draft 
PLan No. S/H
8/9), this is a GIC
 site (Appendix 2), w
hich has no Lease condition. It is classified as a Class C
 site w
ith 15 plot ratio and 65%
 site coverage perm
itted. The 
44 proposed program
s of discotheque (Place of Public Entertainm
ent) and youth detention centre (C
orrectional Institution) are under colum
n 2. (Appendix 3) 
2.From


















 Victoria Park T
oad 
7. View




































































ation of this triangular is a direct result of the Causeway Bay reclam
ation in the Late 1950. In fact, the entire Victoria Park and the w
aterfront region were 
form
ed by the excavation of Lee G
arden H
ilL The Typhoon Shelter was form
ed later as the KelLet Island was connected to the Hong Kong Island by seawall. North Point 
also has undergone several reclam
ations. In the 1930, King 
Road was constructed to provide better transportation linkage to the other districts. Factories were 
placed at the reclaim
ed w
aterfront part and residential blocks em
erged along the King 
Road. It m
arked the beginning of the developm
ent of both residential and 




The North Point has approxim
ately 191,000 persons (1996 By-census). According to the O




residential uses. Along the King 
Road and Java Road are com
m
ercial and residential buildings and public housing estates. At Tin Hau Tem
ple Road are a blend of 
high rise residential blocks and educational facilities. Along the w
aterfront is an area for open storage, loading and unloading and service car parking. 
Together w
ith the expansion of com
m
ercial districts and the urban planning of the governm
ent the Central Business D
istrict (CBD) is expanding to the Eastern D
istrict 
of the Hong Kong Island. Together w
ith the declining of local industry. North Point begins to transform
 to be a com
m






ent has Lounged tourism
 policy to create m
ore leisure and recreational developm
ent along the w
aterfront of Causeway Bay and North Point. In 1998, 
private sector also proposed a second cruise Linear term
inal and hotel developm
ent along the w
aterfront of North Point to enhance Hong Kong 
com
petitiveness in 
cargo handling and tourism
. However, the cruise term
inal proposal has been dropped because of objection from
 the Town Planning Board and com
m
erdal consideration 
47 of the Cheung Kong (H
oldings). O
nly is that the 79-storey hotel proposal along the North Point harbour w


















The site is easily accessible by public transportation. It is close to the MTR
 Tin Hau station. D
ifferent bus routes and tram
s also have stops along the King 
Road. They 
are all around 10 m
inutes walk from
 the site. 
Island Eastern Corridor and King 
Road are the tw
o m
ajor roads connecting North Point w
ith the other parts of Hong Kong. D
istributor road netw
ork of the northern 
coastal areas follow
s a grid pattern. 
CIRCULATION
 
The site is accessible on foot from
 Hing Fat Street, G
ordon Road , W
hitfield Road ,King M
ing Road and Victoria Park Road. However, m
ain pedestrian traffic only flow
s 
from
 Hing Fat Street and G
ordon Road because there is a cross road at the junction of these tw
o streets and it collects the m
ain pedestrian flow
 from
 the King 
Road 
and the MTR
 Tin Hau station. As the Victoria Park Road has quite heavy traffic and relatively Less pedestrian arrive from
 the park direction, little pedestrian approach 
this site by w
alking along the w
aterfront. Also, after the W
hitfield Road, there is a elevated road catching up to the Island Eastern Corridor. This elevated road w
ith 
heavy traffic flow
 chops off the pedestrian linkage from
 the north. 
In fact, this site is enclosed by heavy traffic and elevated road w
hich m
ake pedestrian difficult to access and even blurring its presence in this busy urban context. 
M
oreover, there is no program
 to attract people to arrive at this nearly abandoned site at this m
om
ent. Together w
ith its vague presence and weak drcuLation 
connection to the other part of the district, these explain why this site is underused. Thus, in order to bring in new












The site is bounded by the Island Eastern Corridor, Victoria Road and Hing Fat Street that all have heavy traffic. Part of the H
ing Fat Street is even an elevated road 
that joins the Island Eastern Corridor. These roads are definite and strong physical barrier that isolated it from
 the rest of the district. Also, the Island Eastern 
Corridor running over this site and its structure placing in the water right in front of the site and m
ark the territory of this triangular site. However, this structure 
would also be a potential as Latent design reference and fram
e for view











This site is open to the scenic view
 of the Victoria Harbour. Relative to the height of the com
m
ercial and residential blocks at the back, the western direction of the site 
w
hich facing the harbour is m
ore open and strongly directing the facing of the design. Though this site is a littLe bite setback and views are fram
ed by the structure 
of the Island Eastern Corridor, it stiLL possesses a panoram
ic view
 over Tsim
 Sha Tsui, Causeway Bay and W
an Chai w
aterfront. Such broad view
 and visual connection 
沾








The site possesses different pairs of opposition/contradiction, w
hich characterize it w
ith com
plexity, am



































orth Point vs. KowLoon, W
anChai) 







(In a busy district vs. O
















It is the largest green open space in Causeway Bay and North Point w
hich has significance to the residents as w
ell as the Hong Kong people in term
s of its recreational 
nature and m
eaning. Since its opening in the 1957, 
it has becam
e a recreational area for various activities to take place in the heart of a dense urban district w
hich 
indude different sports, leisure public forum
 and festival functions. Such functional and em
otional attachm
ent of public to this park should not be neglected. 
Typhoon Shelter 
Right in front of the site is this typhoon shelter. It is quite busy and congested w
ith boats, espedaily the part that underneath the Eastern Corridor. Though it m
akes 




as the backdrop and 
opens 
to w






















 is intearated as 
•V—
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F •？EOESTRIAfi' CROSSiHS 
？
 ARK ANCL IH£. SITE ARE • LINKED
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The biggest challenge of this site is to deal w
ith the com
plex traffic netw
ork and enhance pedestrian access. 
Because of the num
bers of crossings resulted from
 the heavily loaded traffic roads, pedestrian access to this beautiful site / 
w
aterfront is fragm
ented by the 
crossroads. W
ith the principle of m
inim
um
 alteration of traffic netw
ork and im
provem
ent of linkage w
ith the Victoria Park, part of the Victoria Park Road is proposed 
to be sunken. 
W
ith such a proposal, the num
ber of crossings for pedestrian is reduced; the traffic netw
ork is altered in a m
inim
al way and people from
 the Victoria Park w
ould get 
51 a direct and unobstructed access to the site. Thus, the site and the w
aterfront w
ould becom
e an extension of the park w
hich greatly prom
ote visit to the site. 











































Because of the seclusion of the site and its 
beautiful scenery tow
ards the harbour, an 
early idea w
ould be that this could becom
e 
a kind of oasis. The oasis and its isolation 
could be an advantage for the user to enjoy 
the w
ater and sun in the m












e  together is not yet very solid. 
D
















ould be different 










surroundings. As inspired by the 
site analysis, the site situation 




the design is a layer in between 
the top 
layer of flyover 
(the 
Island Eastern C
orridor) and the 
bottom
 







that the building w
ould have 
a different im
age during day 
and night. 

























night. Such a concept has a 
great im
plication of the later 
design w







































hat is behind the 
ing, up &
 above - in con-
trol O

























arkness gives security against ob-
servation 





























Looking at each other at different form
 of confinem
ent -
Alone or in group confinem
ent. M
ore pressure for those 
alone 
tow







































































































e by projection 
O













nection enable through reflection 




























































For the interaction between program
s, the focus of this 
stage w
ould be how
 the disco is insertion into 
the 
detention and the sequent tension resulted. Following 
the studies of hierarchical view
ing, the dub goers are 
placed in a subordinate situation for the view
ing to the 
detainees. Also, by the m
anipulation of lighting, the 
dub goers could not see the observers 
the detainees. 
Thus, the disco scene w
ould be exposed to the observers 
where they are protected by darkness. 
As an early respond to the site, the design 
is organized in 






ould have a full view
 of 




ent the idea 
of 
oasis. 
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 二 
As a respond to the site, this stage of design is focus on how
 to m
ake connection to the flyover and its structure. A literal expression of such idea w
ould be a 
wrapping of the flyover and different program
s are organized according to the rhythm
 of the flyover structure. 
However, as such interpretation is too literal and expLidt, the form
 taken rem
ains sculptural rather than architectural. Also, because of the inspiration of the ring, 
the  indefinite outside and inside relationship, it is being taken expLidtly as an architectural form
. Besides, as obsessed by the pneum
atic structure by its lightness! 
and flexibility, all these different ideas are put into the design. Thus, the design rem
ains conceptual, sculptural and fragm
ented, dictated by different principle of 
structural system
































As design concept developed, subtlety and ambiguity become the organizing principle at this stage. 
In order to m
ake the built form
 subtle, it is designed to follow





hich is opposed to the previous sculptural expression. Also, the tidal change as a natural force of change is introduced. The overall concept is that the 
building shouLd be responsive to the tidal change and parts of it w
ill be flooded when high tide or exposed / accessible when low
 tide. Also, the problem
 of site 
accessibility is solved by sunken part of the Victoria Park Road so that the site and design is directly linked to the Victoria Park w
hich enhance pedestrian flow
. 
Another  aspect of accessible is that the part of design that is underneath the flyover w
ould becom
e connection for public to access to the other side of the w
ater 
w
ith a shorter distance and be m
ore close to the water. 
For this stage of developm
ent, the im
age of the design is m
ore honest to the concept of indefinite or the idea of subtlety. However, 
is still very passive and being dictated by the site geom
etry. As a result, the organization of program
s and their spatial relationship is 
that the interaction and view
ing relationship of the tw
o program
s have no way to express. 
the relationship to the site 
strictly restricted to a stage 
o 6 
After m
any proposals, the pedestrian accessibility is solved by sunken part of the 
Victoria Park Road, w
hich m
ake the site and the w
aterfront an extension of the 
park. It not only inflicts m
inim
um
 changes to the existing traffic netw
ork, but also 
reduces the num
bers of cross roads that obstruct pedestrian access. 
The idea of the indefinite ring is still rem
ained. O
nly is that it appears not as a 
com




hich also echoes the water m
ovem
ent. It is used to m
ark the different entrance of 
the disco and detention centre, for the path of different users. 
The idea of bridge underneath the flyover is experim
ent here. The flyover, the bri 
dge and the public view
ing deck are now
 intricately com
e together. The bridge is 
suspended by elastic m
aterial that by the w
eight of its Loading, it w
ould have 
different  effect to the view
ing deck underneath and this facilitate a direct 
interaction and respond for both space and users. 
10 
In the previous design developm
ent, the point of entrance is still not defined. 
Here the m
ain entrance is m
ore definite as it grabs the vehicular access direction, 
provide parking space and all seasoned access to the site. The m
ost im
portant is 
that its not only possesses all those rational reasoning, but also subtle enough 














In order to be freed from
 constraints of the site geom
etry, different fo rm
s a re tried a np fi natt 
to the site and the flyover structure. 
, 
• 





osed to the triangular site, is circular in a way that it em
braces the flyover structures and form
s another central Landscape by 
itself, just as an echo of this site that is part of the harbour, yet fram




ithin a Larger fram
e (the flyover and the site boundary). 
Because of the geom
etry, the program
s are organized around the oval and the tw
o program
s are placed at the tw
o extrem
e. Thus the building now
 is surrounded by 
water yet in itself, contains a central Land/seascape w
hich is also responsive to the natural tidal changes. 
Another feature of this stage of developm
ent is that the roof is dedicated for public access. W
ith the idea of blurring boundaries, the roof should not be a barrier for 
access and activities. M
ore than that, it should blend w
ith the other elem
ents of the design that users w








The next step to strengthen the concept of flow would be that the entire building is on no flat floor and every point is of a different elevation. In order not to m
ake 
w
alking on such changing gradient a hardship for users, the change w




 that enhances its subtle im
age. Due to the changing gradient, transform
ation of vertical to horizontal elem
ents is now
 possible and the gentle gradient 
allows user to walk on m
ost part of the building roof. However, w
hich part is accessible or w
hat route to take w
ould be subjected to the physical condition of the 
users. Thus, the entire building now
 w
ould be of m
otion and flow
 in a delicate way. 
In order to highlight the tw
o program
s and their opposing nature, the m
aterial used w
ould also possess such character. The detention part w
ould be sheltered by 
solid m
aterial w
hile the disco part would be of translucency. As a result, the disco w
ould gLow
 at night the an im
age of yin-yang is shown. 
10 
The final design is a direct result of the previous developm















This central zone and the access to it w
ould be subjected to tidal change. The land/seascape w
ould 
seascape is of soft Landscape (access in addition to the m
ain entrance) underneath the building w
hich 
and the Land/seascape becom
e indefinite that follow
 the ever changing tide. 
only be exposed during Low
 tide. The access to 




The detention centre have two access (sally port) located at the two ends of the centre. The idea of the centre wouLd be that the detainees form small groups to 
give each support and daily activities within the centre would be of no barrier. The division of zoning within the centre is by the different elevation of the activity 
area. The sleeping area wouid be of the highest which subvert the hierarchical power implication within conventional prison. Also, the detainees would gain a 
good view over the central land/seascape. A Local activity area is in front of every group for small group activity which is of a siightly lower elevation. The main 
activity area for the dining and collective activity is intruded by a public path suspended from the roof above. The public would have a chance to gain more 







hich is Located at the other extrem
e is m
ade of up tw
o m
ain slope. One w
ould be 
for the dancing w
hich is support by springs to enhance m
otion. This dancing floor w
ould Lead 
to the exterior to join the pitched roof and the public activity happening there. The other 
slope w
ould be for the sitting and bar. This slope is also Leading to the other part of the 
building that finaUy, w
ould join the detention part. ALL this slopes are articulated in a way 
that the connection from
 one functionaL space to another w
ould be of gentle and transitional 
rather than a sudden change. 
10 
The arch-shaped structure is inspired by the M
otorway Viaduct & O
perations 
Centre in Naterre, France, 1996 by Decq & Cornette. It is a light m
etaL 
structure that is supported on arc-shaped legs w
hich perm
its variations of 
heights of the floor decks above. Also, it could produce an aerodynam
ic 
effecting contrast to the m
onolithic structure of the flyover to enhance 
the sense of flow
 and m
otion. Users access from
 underneath the building 
couLd also have a ever changing perspective view
 of this spine so as to 









EvaLuat!on of this project should be based upon the developm
ent of concept, from









t and the realization of such 
concepts in an architectural m
anner. 
Design concept is still vague and strictly attached to the Q
ueer Theory at the beginning. As design developed, there discovered stilL a Lot of refinem
ent of design 
concept. Both the concept and design are m
atured and reinforce each other at the sam
e tim
e. In the final product, the design concept is vivid and m




ith critics. However, the architectural articulation is still in debate between m
e, as the designer, and the critics. Such a divergence is base on our 
different attitude towards the realization / 
m
aterialization of such concept. W
hether the form
 should follow
s the concept of 
Low
 
and indefinite boundary is the 
issue. In m
y own standpoint, flow
 here is never the m
aterialization or explicit form
 taking of flow
, but rather the atm
ospherical and as an am
bient that we feeL and 
sense. At the core of the Queer Theory, it is about indefinite and am
biguous qualities. How
 can we achieve the indefinite and am
biguity by m
eans of solid m
aterialization? 
This w
ould be the argum
ent of no definite answer. Thus, the design wouLd be of tw
o fold: the tangible (m
aterialization / 
form
) and the intangible ( atm
osphere, 
psychology). 
In general, I am
 satisfy w
ith the overall site strategies, respond to the site features, form
 and program
 organization. W
hat is stilL needed to be im
proved w
ould be o 
a m
ore detailed level: the layout of individual program
, construction detaiLing and interior treatm
ent w
hich alL enhance the concept. 
70 Though I could not picture the product right from






This project is now
 com
e to an end. 
Through the process, I develop m
y concept and 
the readings, refinem
ent of concept and all the architectural language, 
exchange of ideas w
ith 
71 project, it is how
 to overcom
e m
y weaknesses, loneliness and depression that I learn the Lesson. 
Beyond this level that is fram
ed upon the school sem
esters, I grow
 intellectually through 
critics, instructors and fellow

















































































Hei Ling Chau C
orrectional Institution 






Ma Hang Prison 






Pik Uk Prison 
Shek Pik Prison 
Stanley Prison 
Tai Lam






Tai Tarn Gap C
orrectional Institution 










Hei Ling Chau Addiction Treatm
ent Centre 
Chi Ma W
















































































































































ouses are excluded. 
#
 Induding 87 Vietnam
ese illegal im
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Ancillary Car/Lorry Park 
Broadcasting, Television and/or Film
 Studio 






Cooked Food Centre 
Driving Test Centre 
Educational Institution 




















Place of Recreation, Sports or Culture 
Plant Nursery 




































































arine Fuelling Station 
M
ass Transit Vent Shaft and/or O
ther Structure 
above G
round Level other than Entrances 
O
ff-course Betting Centre 
O
ffice (other than G
overnm
ent office) 
Petrol. Filling Station 
Photographic Studio 




uarantine Station or Q








icrowave Repeater, Television and/or 
Radio Transm
itter Installation 






School (other than in free standing 






























































































































































































































































7 Hong Kong is of a semi-diurnal tidal cycle, a tidal pattern in which there are two high tides and two low tides in a day. 
The mean tidal range (the difference in height between a high tide and the succeeding or preceding low tide) is Im. 
• Source from the Hong Kong Observatory 
• Readings of tidal change are taken at several point in Hong Kong. The nearest readings taken at the Victoria Harbour would be of the Q
uarry Bay readings. 
G
ender is the social sex 
J 
that is not identical to our 
biological sex. It is a 










Rules are constantly under ques--
tion and put into test as our 
so:: 
ciety becom
e increasingly het-^ 
erogeneous and realize the exist-
ence of OTHERS. These O
TH
EI^^ 
reveal to us the possibilities of' 





provides ground for critical re, 、
 






动这鄉ite^翻tes；鄉汝sfc ^ "... 凝総胁纖Si 
From the queer theory, the concept of gendered 
flow and lowing gender boundary are sug-
gested. The gendered flow concept suggests 

















































































































































































(Aaron Betsky, 1997) 
P?驢鐵5较纖鐵•織纖驗鏺翁纖I 
•pace IS socially produced, Dut it Tsaisl 
condition of social production. Archi 
lecture is a social product too, whici 
[ould dem
onstrate the concept of flow
! 





space is not 









rather space as 














































































































































































CE. Instability of frontier, 
flow
 occurs to blur the boundary as w















biguous, yet full of possibilities w
hich re-
ow














































































,11： i im^m 
10 
〇 
Located in between two busy d i s -
tr icts, yet being isolated. 
Isolated, yet opened to scenic views 
t o b o t h H o n g Kong i s l a n d and 
Kowioon side. 
In the heart of rich urban settins, yet 
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